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ABOUT

CREATOR PROFILE
Omar Nassour from ALGERIA , He is well known Personality and a famous
Business man in the Industry.
He is an Importer and Exporter, He is doing the Business from last 15 years.
Mr. Omar Nassour is a famous Investor also, He Invested in number of crypto
token projects to start up. After a deep study about crypto currency now he is
well aware of how to crypto currency crash & dump, He wants to make
maximum community rich by his coin so he decided to make his mind to
create his own cryptocurrency .
Mr. Omar Nassour Also Invest & start MCTC Token to create a revelation in
the crypto market

Message By Mr. Omar Nassour
I am studying bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies since 2012.
I believed that this crypto market has been changed numbers of people life
changed and in future it will be grow more. to participate the change of
financial system I have launched my own crypto token M C T C.
I want your coop-ration to achieve my target. so buy this coin and built a
strong community
Thank you
Have a nice day
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ABOUT

METAVERCE CASINO
TOKEN CHIPS
An integrated Smart Investment platform which leads to
the development and growth of your financial assets.
MCTC is built to work in governance with the decentralized
environment which involves the inputs of the parties and
owners directly or indirectly. Powered by BEP-20 , MCTC
defines the best in the world of decentralized finances.

www.mctchip.com

What is Blockchain ?
Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that make
difficult or impossible to change, hack, or cheat the system.

A

blockchain is essentially a digital ledger of transactions that is
duplicated and distributed across the entire network of computer
systems on the blockchain. Each block in the chain contains a
number of transactions, and every time a new transaction occurs
on the blockchain, a record of that transaction is added to every
participant’s ledger. The decentralized

database managed by

multiple participants is known as Distributed Ledger Technology.
Blockchain is a type of DLT in which transactions are recorded with
an immutable cryptographic signature.
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$1,106,226,132,525

ALL ABOUT
CRYPTOCURRENCY
Bitcoin? Ethereum? Ripple? A global virtual currency designed to
work as a medium of exchange? 20 years ago, this was unheard of
and deemed almost impossible, and yet as of today 3 in 4 people

the future.
world’s first

decentralized currency, Bitcoin, was created. The core idea behind
cryptocurrency was to
transfer

create a secure and anonymous way to

currency from one person to another, and since then its

value has skyrocketed and it’s been heralded as ‘digital
‘amongst its users.

$ 8 ,8 5 2 ,179,198

$14,350,314,679

$20,073,643,665

$ 3 8 ,235,5 68 ,4 75

$ 4 0 ,8 9 5,0 5 2 ,332

Cryptocurrencies first emerged in 2009 when the

$10,418,853,978
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have invested, with hopes of making them better off financially in

$ 10,172,2 4 0 ,0 4 3

Growth of
Cryptocurrency

$213,370,626,930

use cryptocurrency, and around 2.9 to 5.8 million Americans alone

gold

WHAT IS METAVERCE
TECHNOLOGY ?
The future of the internet is augmented reality, virtual
reality, and spatial computing technology
Cathy Hackl is a leading technology futurist. A futurist helps
organizations anticipate change, retain market relevance, and imagine
the possible scenarios that could play out.
Hackl harnesses emerging trends and emerging technologies to do this.
She is a top female in the global technology space, specializing in
augmented reality, virtual reality, and spatial computing. With a big
emphasis on understanding the metaverse.

What is the metaverse and why should we be paying attention?
The Metaverse is defined broadly as the intersection of many
virtual worlds with the physical one. In today’s society, we have our
physical person, but we also have our digital persona.

Our digital

persona is who we are on LinkedIn, Instagram, Tok-tok, or other social
media platforms.
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ABOUT MCTC COIN
We started writing our history in 2009 with our
product, Casino, Crypto and Gold Mining,
Gaming platform
ü

Since then, we have spread our activity
throughout Latin America, as well as to Asia,
Africa and Europe.

ü

We have extensive experience in managing the
specificities of emerging markets, allowing us to
offer an efficient and reliable solution to all our
customers: end users and merchants, no matter
where they are located.

ü

With offices in the UK and Latin America we are a
global payment solution with local knowledge
and experience.
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VIRTUAL REALITY

VISION & MISSION
We want to create a financially secure future and fight
against financial insecurity by deploying independent
contract on an immutable system.
We want to bring world together without any currency
barrier and border. We also aim to create a system for
passive income where no one is in control
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GRAND LAUNCH

www.mctchip.com

AIR DROP

JOIN OUR
SOCIAL MEDIA
SUBSCIBE
FOLLOW
LIKE

& GET WORTH

$25 MCTC COIN
www.mctchip.com

M C T C 51,00,000/- (5.1 MILLION)
SUPLLY AND DISTRIBUTION

01%
70%

AIR DROP (01%)
ICO & PUBLIC SALE (70%)
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (20%)

20%

05%

LIQUIDITY (05%)
CORE TEAM (04%)

04%
www.mctchip.com

ICO DISTRIBUTION

FINALLY
2023
COIN LAUCHING ON
EXCHANGE
PRICE
$50 TO $100

PHASE

QUANTITY

PRICE $

PHASE 1

10 LAKH

$5

PHASE 2

15 LAKH

$10

PHASE 3

15 LAKH

$20

NOTE-2023 COIN WILL BE GOING TO LISTED WITH PRICE BETWEEN $50 TO $100
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LISTED IN 2023 ON
DECENTERLISED AND
CENTERLISED EXCHANGE

www.mctchip.com

PHASE
2025

ROAD MAP

4
PHASE
2023

2

LAUNCH
METAVRCE
CASINO GAME

LAUNCH
NFT

3

PHASE
2024

LAUNCH
EXCHANGE

PHASE
2022
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1

ONLINE
CASINO

DEPOSIT $20
PLAY THE GAME
WIN THE GAME
WITHDRAW ANYTIME
www.mctchip.com

TYPE’S OF INCOME

DAILY PROFIT SHAREING INCOME

STAKING REFERRAL BONUS
MATCHING INCOME
LEVEL INCOME
MONTHLY BONANZA

www.mctchip.com

Stake Your Fund & Get
Monthly Bonus

STAKE $

STAKING PORFIT

DAYS

$100 - $900

8%-12%

200 DAYS

$1,000 - $10,000

8%-12%

250 DAYS

YOU CAN MAKE WITHDRAWAL EVERY MONTH

www.mctchip.com

STAKING REFERRAL BONUS

5% STAKING Referral
Income ,You can refer
unlimited people

DO MAXIMUM REFERRAL GET MAXIMUM INCOME
www.mctchip.com

SALES MATCHING INCOME

10%
DEPOSIT

MATCHING

LIMIT

$100-$900

10%

$500
PER DAY

$1000-$10,000

10%

$2500
PER DAY

Per Day Limit 50% Of Your Staking Package –
Maximum Capping $2500 Per Day
www.mctchip.com

COMING SOON
OUR P ACKAGES PLAN A
BUYING

INSURANCE

PROFIT DAILY

$500

3%

1%

$1000

3%

1%

$2500

3%

1%

$5000

3%

1%
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COMING SOON
LEVEL WORKING INCOME
LEVEL
1

DIRECTS
0

INCOME
5%

2

2

4%

3

3

3%

4

4

2%

5

5

1%
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Terms & Condition
I.

Min Withdrawal $20 Max $2500 PER DAY.

II. Daily Closing Daily Payout Credit In 24 Hours.
III. Withdraw Mode 80% CASH & 20% SAVING
IV. Admin Charges 10% Only.

www.mctchip.com

THANK’S
Grow your Money

www.mctchip.com
info@mctchip.com
USA, California

